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Abstract 
 
Introduction: Data from a randomized trial suggest transfusion rates are similar for robotic and 
open prostatectomy. The objective of this study was to compare perioperative outcomes of 
robotic and open prostatectomy at a Canadian academic centre.   
Methods: A retrospective review of all prostatectomies performed by all surgeons at The Ottawa 
Hospital between 2009 and 2016 was completed. Cases and outcomes were identified using an 
administrative data warehouse. Extracted data included patient factors (age, body mass index, 
American Society of Anesthesiologists score, Elixhauser comorbidity score), operative factors 
(length of operation, surgical approach, anesthesia type) and perioperative outcomes (length of 
recovery room and hospital stay, transfusion rate, hospital cost). Baseline characteristics and 
outcomes were compared between robotic and open surgical approaches. The primary outcome 
was transfusion during the index admission. 
Results: A total of 1606 prostatectomies were performed by 12 surgeons during the study period 
(840 robotic, 766 open). The rate of transfusion was lower in patients undergoing robotic 
compared to open surgery (0.6% vs. 11.2%; p<0.001). The robotic prostatectomy cohort had a 
shorter length of stay in the recovery room (155.7 vs. 231.1 minutes; p<0.001) and shorter length 
of hospital admission (1.4 vs. 2.8 days; p<0.001). Hospital costs per case were approximately 
$800 more for robotic prostatectomy ($11 475 vs. $10 656; p<0.001). 
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Conclusions: This hospital-wide analysis revealed that robotic prostatectomy is associated with 
a lower transfusion rate compared to the open approach. Further studies emphasizing patient-
reported outcomes are needed.  
 
 
Introduction 
Robotic prostatectomy is the most common surgical approach for prostate cancer in many 
countries and is being used increasingly in Canada.1–3 The use of robotic surgery has increased in 
Ontario since 2004 and currently 10 hospitals in the province have one or more robotic surgical 
systems.1,4 Despite an increase in the proportion of prostatectomies being performed robotically, 
the majority of cases in Canada are performed open, and there remains debate regarding the true 
benefits of the robotic approach for patients and the health care system.2 Concern regarding the 
cost to purchase and maintain robotic surgical systems is a barrier to the use of robotic surgery in 
Canada.2  
 Health Quality Ontario (HQO) recently assessed the effectiveness, safety, and cost-
benefit ratio of robotic prostatectomy.2 Based on the findings of this report, the Ontario Health 
Technology Advisory Committee  recommended against publicly funding robotic prostatectomy 
due to a lack of clinical benefits and increased costs.2 The majority of studies included in the 
HQO report were from the United States, Australia and Europe. Some Canadian studies were 
included but given little weight in decision making due to study limitations.2,4–8  A plethora of 
Canadian administrative data is available for patients receiving prostatectomy, however, these 
data were not incorporated in the HQO analyses as they are not published.2  
 Given the lack of real world Canadian data on this topic, we sought to review all cases of 
open and robotic prostatectomies at our institution. Contrary to many studies which include a 
few high volume robotic or open surgeons, our institution adopted a broader inclusion program 
including many surgeons with various training backgrounds, case volumes, and at different 
locations on the learning curve. Outcomes may therefore be more generalizable to a typical 
patient experience. We hypothesized that patients receiving robotic prostatectomy would receive 
fewer blood transfusions and would have shorter hospital admissions compared to patients 
undergoing open prostatectomy. Our primary outcome was the rate of transfusion during the 
index admission.   

Methods 
The Ottawa Health Science Network Research Ethics Board approved this historical cohort study 
examining all patients who underwent radical prostatectomy at The Ottawa Hospital between 
January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2016.  Eligible cases were identified through The Ottawa 
Hospital Data Warehouse (OHDW). The OHDW is an administrative data repository of clinical, 
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laboratory, and health services information collected through the hospital’s major operational 
information systems.  This includes data on patient demographics, patient comorbidities,  
admissions, discharges, laboratory results, imaging results, operative procedures, medications, 
and hospital costs9,10. Hospital cost data in the OHDW do not include the cost of blood 
transfusions as blood products are obtained from Canada Blood Services in a different funding 
model. Transfusion cost was determined by calculating the number of units of blood each patient 
received multiplied by the estimated cost of a unit of blood .11,12 The total societal cost of 
transfusing a single unit of packed red blood cells in hospital ranges from $600-$1200 based on 
recently published cost analyses.11,12 We used $900 as the estimated cost of transfusing a unit of 
blood in this study. 
 Pure laparoscopic prostatectomies were excluded. Robotic cases that were converted to 
open were included in the robotic cohort to maintain an intention to treat analysis. Cases were 
excluded if radical prostatectomy was not the primary procedure code and prostate cancer was 
not the primary diagnostic code.   
 Extracted data included patient and procedure characteristics as well as perioperative 
outcomes and hospital costs.  Patient characteristics included age, body mass index (BMI, weight 
in kilograms/metre2) categorized as <25, 25-30, 30-35, and >35 kg/m2, Elixhauser comorbidity 
score and American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) score (I-IV). Operative information 
included the year of surgery, surgical approach (open vs. robotic), anesthetic technique used 
(spinal or epidural with general vs. general alone), and length of the operation (in minutes). Peri-
operative outcomes included length of stay in the recovery room in minutes, length of stay in the 
hospital in days, any transfusion during the index admission, number of units of blood received 
during the index admission, maximum pain score in the recovery room (scale of 1-10), total 
hospital cost (Canadian dollars), return to the emergency room (ER) within 30 days of surgery 
and readmission to hospital within 30 days of surgery. Year of surgery was grouped into three 
time periods to assess for temporal trends: pre-robotic (2009-2010), robotic introduction (2011-
2013) and contemporary (2014-2016). 
 Descriptive analyses compared baseline characteristics between the robotic and open 
cohorts. Post-operative outcomes including length of hospital stay, hospital costs and 
readmission/return to the ER were further stratified by transfusion status. Reported outcomes 
were grouped for all surgeons. Sensitivity analyses were performed examining outcomes for 
individual surgeons who performed at least 5 cases using each surgical approach.  
 Univariable and multivariable analyses were performed using log binomial regression to 
determine associations between patient and procedural characteristics with post-operative 
outcomes. The primary outcome was red blood cell transfusion during the index admission (yes 
vs no). Transfusion was selected as the primary outcome because transfusions are important to 
patients, are expensive, and may be associated with short and long term health risks. 
Furthermore, the difference in transfusion rates between robotic and open approaches was called 
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into question in a recent two surgeon randomized trial and in the subsequent HQO report 
comparing these approaches.2,13 Sensitivity analyses were performed to assess for differences in 
transfusion rate by time period of surgery (pre-robotic, robotic introduction, contemporary). A 
second sensitivity analysis was performed to examine between surgeon variability using a 
random effect model. Secondary outcomes included number of red blood cell transfusions, total 
length of hospital admission, length of stay in the recovery room, operative time, and total 
hospital cost.  For all analyses, no adjustment was made for multiple testing, and a p≤0.05 was 
considered statistically significant. SAS software version 9.4 for Windows was used for analyses 
(Cary, NC). 

Results 
During the study period, 1,606 prostatectomies were performed by 12 surgeons including 766 
(48%) open and 840 (52%) robotic cases. The first robotic prostatectomy was performed at The 
Ottawa Hospital on October 31, 2011. All prostatectomies performed during the pre-robotic time 
period (2009-2010) were done with an open approach (302/302, 100%). During the robotic 
introduction time period (2011-2013), 55% of prostatectomies were performed open (360/656) 
and 45% were robotic (296/656).  The majority of prostatectomies in the contemporary time 
period (2014-2016) were done with a robotic approach (544/646, 84%) (Figure 1).  
 Demographic and procedure information for patients receiving open and robotic 
prostatectomy are presented in Table 1. Patient age and BMI were similar. There were more 
ASA III patients in the open group (p-value <0.001) however Elixhauser co-morbidity scores 
were similar between groups (p=0.7). Regional anesthesia was added to general anesthesia in 
many cases for open prostatectomy (p<0.001).  
 The transfusion rate was significantly lower in the robotic group at 0.6% (5/840) 
compared to 11.2% (86/766) in the open group (p <0.001). Patients who received a transfusion 
had longer hospital stays (3.8 vs. 2.0, p <0.001) and were more likely to return to the ER within 
30 days of their operation (27% vs. 17%, p=0.02). For patients who received a blood transfusion, 
the average number of units of blood received was 3. The maximum number of units of blood 
received by a single patient was 12, and 26% (24/91) of patients who received a transfusion 
received ≥3 units. Sensitivity analyses of individual surgeons who performed both approaches 
during the study period indicated all had a decrease in the rate of transfusion when they changed 
to the robotic approach. The variability in transfusion rates between surgeons was also decreased 
with a robotic surgical approach to prostatectomy (Figure 2). 
 Length of stay in the recovery room (231.1 minutes for open and 155.7 min for robotic, 
p<0.001) and overall length of stay in hospital (2.8 days for open and 1.4 days for robotic, 
p<0.001) were less for robotic prostatectomy (Table 2).  The risk of return to the ER (17.0% 
open vs 18.1% robotic) and readmission to hospital (3.4% open vs. 2.9% robotic) within 30 days 
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of surgery were similar between groups (p=0.5 and p=0.6 respectively). Mean operative time 
was 8 minutes longer for the robotic cohort (275.9 min vs. 267.8 min, p=0.01). 
 The overall hospital cost per procedure was $10,656 (SD $2,601) for open prostatectomy 
and $11,475 (SD $2,904) for robotic prostatectomy (p <0.001). The average total hospital cost 
for prostatectomy patients who received a transfusion was $14,289 (SD $3,954) compared to 
$10,892 (SD $2,585) for patients that did not receive a transfusion (p<0.001). 
 Univariable analyses identified an increased risk of transfusion with increased patient 
age, open surgical approach, ASA class IV vs I and time period of surgery. In multivariable 
analyses, increased patient age (RR 1.1, 95% CI 1.0-1.1, p=0.01), ASA class IV vs I, (RR 8.3, 
95% CI 1.0-69.7, p=0.05), and open surgical approach (RR 17.7, 95% CI 7.3–43.2, p<0.001) 
were associated with transfusion (Table 3).  

Discussion 
This study evaluated short term outcomes of all patients undergoing open and robotic 
prostatectomies at a single, large, academic centre in Canada. There were significant differences 
in transfusion rates (0.6% vs 11.2%, p <0.001) and overall length of hospital admission (1.4 days 
vs. 2.8 days, p <0.001), in favor of robotic prostatectomy.  These findings are consistent with 
previous literature including a recent Cochrane review comparing robotic and open 
prostatectomy.14,15 Our transfusion rates post-prostatectomy are also consistent with those 
reported the National Surgical Quality Improvement Program (NSQIP) with over 700 
contributing institutions internationally.16 NSQIP transfusion rates are 11.9% following open 
prostatectomy and 1.5% following minimally-invasive prostatectomy (includes laparoscopic and 
robotic).16 
 The Health Quality Ontario’s (HQO) technology assessment of robotic prostatectomy, 
publicly available in July 2017, synthesized existing literature and performed analyses of 
relevant outcomes using available evidence.2 The report was reviewed by the Ontario Health 
Technology Advisory Committee who recommended against publicly funding robotic 
prostatectomies in Ontario because they concluded the clinical benefits were negligible and the 
costs were increased.17 These recommendations caused consternation for many health 
professionals, policy makers, and patients; many of whom believe robotic prostatectomy offers 
significant advantages compared to open surgery.  
 The HQO report was comprehensive and included many sensitivity analyses to test the 
robustness of results. However, we believe the data included in the analyses as well as the 
interpretation of the included evidence could be improved.  Many of the conclusions appear to 
heavily weigh evidence from a single randomized controlled trial (RCT) comparing robotic and 
open prostatectomy based out of Australia.13 This trial compared short term outcomes of a single 
very experienced open surgeon who had performed 1500 open prostatectomies to those of a 
single robotic surgeon who had performed 200 robotic prostatectomies and found that early 
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oncologic and functional outcomes were similar in the two groups.13 They reported increased 
complications and adverse events in the open group, however, these differences were not 
statistically significant. The risk of transfusion was 4% for open patients and 1% for robotic 
patients (p=0.12). In addition, the open surgeon used a Cell Saver device to reduce transfusions, 
a technique that is not used in urologic cancer surgery at many centers in Canada, including ours. 
While these results appear to have been interpreted by the Ontario Health Technology 
Assessment Committee to demonstrate similar transfusion outcomes for the two approaches, this 
conclusion ignores the dramatic difference in surgeon experience in the two study arms which 
make the generalizability of the trials results limited. There is a proven learning curve to 
prostatectomy with all approaches and previous reports have shown improvement in outcomes 
even after a thousand cases performed.18,19 We interpret the Australian trial results as proof that a 
relatively new surgeon using robotic technology can achieve similar or slightly better outcomes 
than a very experienced open surgeon. Indeed, in the Ottawa cohort, 12 surgeons with various 
experience and training performed prostatectomy during the study period, all peri-operative 
outcomes were improved for patients receiving a robotic approach. Furthermore, this study 
includes data during the time period when the robot was introduced in Ottawa. During this time 
experienced open surgeons transitioned to robotics and all surgeons performed their first 
independent robotic case. Despite including these multiple learning curves, outcomes improved. 
These data are likely more generalizable to the experience most patients would experience.  
 The main argument against robotic prostatectomy in Canada is cost.  This study found the 
difference in average total hospital costs per case was approximately $800 in favor of open 
surgery. This does not include the one time capital costs of purchasing the robotic system or 
annual maintenance of the robotic system, however these costs are incurred if a hospital 
performs any surgical procedures robotically. As surgeons become more experienced with the 
robotic approach, surgical times and operating room costs are expected to decrease. Additionally, 
as other robotic surgical systems enter the consumer market, competition amongst suppliers will 
provide incentive to lower costs of robotic systems and maintenance. Previous cost-benefit 
analyses comparing approaches have been limited by a lack of Canadian data and data on long 
term outcomes and cost forecasting.2,20  More recently, a Health Technology Assessment was 
released by Alberta Health which found lower costs per quality adjusted life year gained 
compared to previous reports for the robotic approach.2,20    
 The significant decrease in transfusions with robotic surgery is important for patients and 
surgeons. While open prostatectomy remains a good surgical approach for many patients, 
especially those who are treated by a surgeon with sufficient case volumes and experience, this 
study shows benefits in the peri-operative course for patients undergoing robotic surgery. We 
found that open surgical approach increases the risk of transfusion 18-fold, and was by far the 
greatest risk factor for blood transfusion after adjusting for possible confounders (RR 17.7, 
95%CI 7.3-43.2). Furthermore, many patients received multiple units of blood and 26% of 
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patients who required a blood transfusion required at least 3 units of blood. Limiting blood loss 
has a number of important benefits for surgeons and patients. Intra-operative blood loss may 
impair visibility and make dissection more challenging.  Previous studies have also found an 
association between transfusions at surgery and worse oncologic outcomes.21  
 Efficiency is also an important component of surgery in the operating room and during 
the peri-operative course.  Our study shows that robotic prostatectomy resulted in a significantly 
more efficient peri-operative course for patients and the hospital.  Robotic cases spent less time 
in the recovery room after surgery (155.7 vs. 231.1 min, p <0.001) and had similar maximum 
pain scores despite 60% of open cases receiving spinal anesthetics that block pain in the 
operating field. This allows for better work flow through the surgical suites and recovery room, 
freeing up essential resources for other patients. Perhaps more importantly, the average length of 
hospital admission was half as long following robotic prostatectomy compared to the open 
approach (1.4 vs. 2.8 days, p <0.001). With hospitals across the province constantly reporting 
supra-capacity number of patient admissions and increasing ER wait times, the ability to safely 
discharge patients in a more efficient manner has positive downstream effects for the entire 
health care system. While the cost of extra days in hospital is easy to quantify, the benefits of 
freeing hospital beds and potentially reducing ER wait times and “hallway medicine” are harder 
to capture in studies focused on prostatectomy. 
 This study has several strengths, most notably, the results represent a real-world 
Canadian experience including a large number of surgeons with various training backgrounds 
and experience during a long study period making the results highly generalizable. Most 
previous studies report outcomes of a few high-volume surgeons. We did not compare outcomes 
based on surgeons’ experience (number of cases) as there were very few surgeons in our cohort 
who had performed >200 cases for either approach to prostatectomy, and the objective of this 
study was to report the mean outcomes a patient can expect to experience, as opposed to the 
outcomes of a few high-volume surgeons. Second, all patients treated during the learning curve 
of robotics were included, possibly biasing the results against the robotic approach. Limitations 
of this study include a non-randomized design which could theoretically cause an imbalance in 
patient or tumor characteristics between groups. There were more ASA III patients in the open 
group, however we attribute this to increased use of active surveillance in more recent years 
when most patients received robotic surgery. Furthermore, the Elixhauser comorbidity scores 
were similar in the two groups therefore it is likely any difference in patient risk factors for 
transfusion were minor. Despite a thorough means of capturing patient and operational data, 
administrative data is not primarily captured for research and data may be missed or incorrectly 
classified which could alter the results. We did audit important variables including surgical 
approach and transfusion outcomes to confirm validity. Finally, we did not examine oncological 
factors or functional outcomes, however these have previously been shown to be equivalent or 
superior using the robotic approach in many studies, and a previous report from our center 
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showed similar results during the introduction of robotic surgery in Ottawa.22 Inclusion of the 
societal costs associated with earlier return to work with the robotic approach may have further 
decreased the difference in cost between open and robotic prostatectomy, but was beyond the 
scope of this study.23,24 

Conclusion 
This study shows that robotic prostatectomy reduces transfusions and length of hospital stay. 
More Canadian data including long term and patient-reported outcomes are needed to help policy 
makers evaluate the true benefits of robotic surgery for prostate cancer in Canada. 
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Figures and Tables 
 
Fig. 1. Number of open and robotic prostatectomies performed at The Ottawa Hospital from 
2009–2016 by year. 

 
 
Fig. 2. Box plot of surgeons’ transfusion rates grouped by surgical approach for prostatectomies 
performed at The Ottawa Hospital from 2009–2016. 
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ASA: 

American Society of Anesthesiologists; BMI: body mass index; IQR: interquartile ratio; SD: 
standard deviation. 

 
 
 
 
 

  

Table 1. Patient and procedure characteristics of open and robotic 
prostatectomies performed at The Ottawa Hospital from 2009–2016 
Patient and procedure 
characteristic 

Open 
prostatectomy 

n=766 

Robotic 
prostatectomy 

n=840 

p  

Patient characteristics 
Median age at surgery 
(IQR) 

63 (58–67) 63 (58–67) 0.7 

Average BMI ± SD (kg/m2) 28.5±4.2 28.4±4.1 0.7 

BMI (kg/m2) 
<25 
25–30 
30–35 
>35 

 
117 (20.0%) 
285 (48.5%) 
151 (25.7%) 
35 (6.0%) 

 
153 (18.8%) 
418 (51.4%) 
186 (22.9%) 
57 (7.0%) 

 
0.4 

ASA score 
I 
II 
III 
IV 

 
25 (3.3%) 

370 (48.3%) 
365 (47.7%) 

6 (0.8%) 

 
31 (3.7%) 

503 (60.0%) 
303 (36.1%) 

3 (0.4%) 

 
<0.001 

Average Elixhauser comorbidity 
score 

4.4±2.1 4.4±2.1 0.8 

Procedure characteristics 
Anesthetic technique 

General + regional 
General alone 

 
462 (60.3%) 
304 (39.7%) 

 
0 (0%) 

840 (100%) 

 
<0.001 

Time period of surgery 
Pre-robotic (2009–2010) 
Robotic introduction (2011–
2013) 
Contemporary (2014–2016) 

 
302 (100%) 
360 (55%) 
102 (16%) 

 
0 (0%) 

296 (45%) 
544 (84%) 

 
<0.001 
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ER: emergency room; LOS: length of stay; SD: standard deviation.  
 
  

Table 2. Operative outcomes of open and robotic prostatectomies performed at 
The Ottawa Hospital from 2009–2016 

Operative outcome Open 
prostatectomy 

n=766 

Robotic 
prostatectomy 

n=840 

p  

Procedure length,  
mean ± SD (min) 

267.8±57.3 275. 9±68.6 0.01 

Any transfusion during 
admission 

86 (11.2%) 5 (0.6%) <0.001 

Number of units of red 
blood cells transfused 

1 
2 
3 
4 
≥5 

 
 

20 (2.6%) 
44 (5.7%) 
7 (0.9%) 
6 (0.8%) 
9 (1.2%) 

 
 

1 (0.1%) 
2 (0.2%) 

0 
1 (0.1%) 
1 (0.1%) 

 
 

<0.001 

Recovery room length of 
stay, mean ± SD (min) 

231.1±228.5 
 

155.7±236.6 
 

<0.001 

Maximum pain score,   
mean ± SD (scale 1–10) 

3.5±2.3 3.7±2.2 0.05 

Length of stay in 
hospital, mean ± SD 
(days) 

2.8±1.2 1.4±1.1 <0.001 

Total hospital cost,  
mean ± SD (CAD) 

$10 656±$2601 $11 475±$2904 <0.001 

Readmission to hospital 
within 30 days 

26 (3.4%) 24 (2.9%) 0.5 

Return to ER within 30 
days 

130 (17.0%) 152 (18.1%) 0.6 
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Table 3. Multivariable analyses results for transfusion during index admission for open  
and robotic prostatectomies at The Ottawa Hospital from 2009–2016 

 
Variable 

 
Comparison 

 
RR (95% CI) 

 
p  

Multivariate analysis 
Age Increase by 1 year 1.1 (1.0–1.1) 0.01 
BMI (kg/m2) 25–30 vs. <25 0.7 (0.4–1.1) 0.1 

30–35 vs. <25 0.8 (0.5–1.2) 0.3 
>35 vs. <25 0.7 (0.3–1.7) 0.4 

ASA score II vs. I 1.3 (0.2–8.0) 0.8 
III vs. I 2.2 (0.4–14.1) 0.4 
IV vs. I 8.3 (1.0–69.7) 0.05 

Surgical approach Open vs. robotic 17.7 (7.3–43.2) <0.001 
Time period of 
surgery 

Pre-robotic (2009–2010) vs.  
Contemporary (2014–2016)  

1.5 (0.8–3.0) 0.3 

 Robotic introduction (2011–2013) vs.  
Contemporary (2014–2016) 

1.2 (0.7–2.1) 0.6 

ASA: American Society of Anesthesiologists; BMI: body mass index; CI: confidence interval; 
RR: risk ratio. 
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